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11TH ROUND OF MEASURES TO BOOST INVESTMENT

11TH ROUND OF MEASURES FOCUSES ON BOOSTING DOMESTIC DEMAND
The government unveiled the 11th Round of Measures to Boost Investment on February 27 at the
Trade and Investment Promotion Meeting. The 111th round of measures focuses
es on tourism and
leisure industries, the sharing economy and senior-care industries to boost domestic demand.
Background
Although investment has showed signs of recovery, it has yet to gain full momentum1. The ratio of
investment to GDP has been slowing, aand there are worries that the economy’ss growth potential may
weaken if this trend continues.
Investment
vestment is likely to improve in 2017 as exports have been recovering, but it can be hampered by
the domestic demand that has not yet picked up
up, as well as uncertainties at home and abroad. The
average operating ratio in the manufacturing sector and corporate confidence are low, and the
construction permit data continues to decline. Corporations seem reluctant to expand investment in
2017 due to growing uncertainties.
ertainties.
Against this backdrop, the government announced the 11th measures which focus on promoting
tourism, boosting local economies and leisure industries,, facilitating the sharing economy and
developing senior-care industries. To help lift investor confidence and resolve difficulties that
interfere with investment, the
he government will continue to work on removing uncertainties and
improving regulations.
Measures
Help restart projects suspended on the site due to regulat
regulatory interference and disagreement among
related institutions
-

Provide a total of 2.1 trillion won to 5 suspended projects: Jeungpyeong county education
and leisure complex construction, Jin island marine resort development, Ansan county
marine resort development, Yeosu ccounty
ounty marine resort development and local governments’
cable car construction

Boost local economies
-

1

Promote tourism in the south coast region: Develop tourist attractions in a way to improve
accesses among sites, build accommodations and resort complexes

Investment growth in 2016 (y-o-y,
y, %): 11.0 (construction), -2.4 (facilities), 2.4 (intellectual property)
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-

Improve regulations regarding cable car construction in tourist attractions, while tightening
safety requirements
Improve regulations to attract private sector investment in large-scale service areas which
have eco-friendly vehicle charging stations, and provide eco-friendly vehicles with a 50
percent cut in highway toll fees

Promote leisure industries and the sharing economy
-

Develop mountain tourism: Build facilities for hiking and camping, provide expanded
services, such as education programs, as well as improved safety
Allow getting paid for sharing apartment parking space with non residents, and work to find
ways to promote parking space sharing
Ease regulations on the liquor industry, from production to distribution, to help enhance
quality and promote investment: Small-scale beer brewers will be allowed to sell their
products through retailers, and regulations regarding raw materials and food additives will be
improved.

Develop senior-care industries
-

Develop senior-care industries, which include housing, related products, home care services
and rehabilitation robots
Build an affordable senior housing complex, which provides physical therapies as well as is
conveniently located to access professional medical care
Ease regulations on commercial cemeteries and encourage the funeral industry to improve
their services
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